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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Network your controls and increase the availability of backups

Your machines are fully distributed in your company area, it is not always a PC connected
with the machine. What could be better than to connect the machines to your company
network and backup the data central from one point!
 With the option "Communication via S5-LAN++" and the S5-LAN++-modules, you can
meet this requirement immediately.



Sinec-L1-bus configuration without BT-777-terminal

You have to configure a Sinec-L1-bus, own the master, but there's no BT-777-busterminal
to buy? No problem, connect the IBX-Klemme to every S5-PLC that is in the run via the
optional IBX-SPS-cable, supply every IBX-Klemme with ext. 24V DC if the PLC is not
able to provide it, set-up the address 0 and define the actual L1-bus-address in the PLC.
Now your master can communicate with the slave-assemblies.

Global data communication (MPI) also with network-PLC

Running global-data-communication between MPI-PLCs (S7-300/400), is one of these
PLCs replaced with a newer PLC with network-interface (S7-1200/1500), this PLC was
not able to access this data.
 Simply configure the global-data of the “old” PLC via the web-server in the
S7-LAN-module. Enter the new PLC as a TCPIP-connection-partner and the module
writes/reads the data via PUT/GET from this network-PLC and passes it on as before.



PD-interface of the S5-PLC already occupied (service device)

Your PD-interface of the S5-PLC is already occupied with a panel and you should
accomplish program modifications without removing the panel? No problem, connect the
Multiplexer one-time to the PLC and then connect the panel and also your PC to the
Multiplexer. Now you can work parallel with the PLC without the need of affecting the
operation of the panel. You can even work with 2 programming devices simultaneously,
2x open the same block, only changes which are stored at last will be finally stored in the
PLC. Also ideal for trainings purposes if PLC's with IO´s are scare goods.
 PG-MUX-II is the ultimate service-device, regardless of what you plug into the two
PG-sockets, both participants communicate parallel with the controller.

No direct connected LAN-client required

You have some LAN-clients and want to communicate via WLAN with them? No
problem, you connect ALF to a switch and you are able to communicate with all this
clients. You dont need a direct connect client.



Profinet-Member-Analysis

Exact analysis of your Profinet members.
Addresses, configurations and other data can be recorded directly.
See immediately possible conflicts due to the configuration.

Serial communication with CP and more S5-assemblies

You have a PC with programming software and a 9pin COM-port as interface? No
problem, for this purpose the PG-UNI-cable is exactly the right product. Connect it to a
Siemens assembly such as H1-CP (CP1430), WF470 and PC or CP-525 with the
CP525-adapter and PC and you're Online.


